Theoretical and experimental investigation of (13)C relayed (2)H-(2)H-COSY 2D experiments: application to the analysis of weakly aligned solutes.
We describe new NMR 2D experiments denoted DECADENCY for DEuterium CArbon DEuterium Nuclear Correlation spectroscopY dedicated to the analysis of anisotropic deuterium spectra. They belong to the class of X-relayed Y,Y-COSY 2D experiments that was initially explored in the case of a (1)H-X-(1)H fragment (I(X)=1/2) in isotropic medium. DECADENCY 2D experiments permit to correlate the quadrupolar doublets associated with two inequivalent deuterium nuclei in an oriented CD(2) fragment through heteronuclear polarization transfers. Two kinds of pulse sequences are described here using either a double INEPT-type or DEPT-type process. DECADENCY 2D experiments provide an interesting alternative to (2)H-(2)H COSY experiments when the geminal (2)H-(2)H total coupling (scalar and dipolar) is null or too small to provide visible cross-correlation peaks. Such a situation is typically observed for geminal deuteriums in prochiral or chiral molecules dissolved in chiral liquid crystals. The efficiency of these techniques is illustrated using dideuterated prochiral molecules, the phenyl[(2)H(2)]methanol and the 1-chloro[1-(2)H(2)]nonane, both dissolved in organic solutions of poly-gamma-benzyl-l-glutamate. The advantages of each sequence are presented and discussed. It is shown that the relative sign of the quadrupolar doublets can be determined.